
Beat: Politics

 THE FRENCH MINISTER OF ECONOMY FACES HIS OPPONENTS IN A LIVE
DEBATE
ARM WRESTLING WITH THE BAILIFFS, LAWYERS

Paris, Washington DC, 23.12.2014, 22:56 Time

USPA NEWS - The "Macron law" provides to renovate, promote employee ownership and annuities to improve the attractiveness of
investors in France. This includes many simplifications, and regulatory tools deemed currently very restrictive by potential investors.
Hence, it's about flexibility, that is needed.

Hence, it is about flexibility, that is needed so that would also encourage small and medium French companies to remain in France.
This relates to the second element of the tripod of "Macron law" :" Freeing-Investing-Working ".---------------------------
Regarding the new regulation of "liberal" professions so, the target of these professions, do not want to be released, ironically!
Emmanuel Macron, Minister of Economy and Digital & Industry, has had the courage to face bailiffs and notaries unfortunate (the
evening of their national strike) during a debate; The following, Patrick Sannino, President of the National Chamber of Bailiffs, Jean-
Yves Le Bouillonnec, MPPS); Jean Bizet, President of the European Affairs Committee of the Senate; Laurent Aynes Associate
Professor of Private Law at the University Panthéon-Sorbonne 1, Joseph Zorgniotti, president of the Order of Accountants were
present at the debate, at the Westin Hotel, Paris : last week.
Emmanuel Macron, briefly recalled "The current arrangements are not part of meritocracy! My predecessor Arnaud Montebourg, who
has announced that € 6 billion would be given back to citizens by the effect of the reform of the professions regulated. This figure is
wrong. This law has rhythm of calendar elements to implement. And I trust in the other. "That, was the the introductory statement of the
minister.

A LIKELY AGREEMENT ON SMALL CLAIMS

Second, M Patrick Sannino, a spokesman exposed a worry about the bailiffs of France,
Patrick Sannino (President of the National Chamber of Bailiffs in France) asks: -------------------------------------------------------
Can you cancel the "Pinel law"*, which us as bailiffs , prevents us to get paid on small claims?---------------------------------------
Emmanuel Macron answers:
There is a difference between bailiffs and notaries, regarding the tariff corridor. This is the pact of trust which must be based on
transparency because some consumers imagine some too high costs. Equalization is assumed fair. He then proposed a deal with the
officers who are angry and boo the whistling in the room. He bids, very confident in his belief in the progress of the reform, keeping
calm "If we yield to the whistles and protests, it will do nothing."---------------------------------------------------------------

Question : Mr. Patrick Sannino (President of the National Chamber of Bailiffs in France) asks: How? Bercy (Minister's economics and
finance) owes us money about it till now. Let's go send our bailiffs (Humor French) to the ministry ? --------------------------- Answer :
Emmanuel Macron exclaims : "Chiche ! Why do not you partner with "LA POSTE" (French Post Mail) to reach your small claims that
remain unpaid. If you find an intelligent agreement with the Post Office (Supported by Article 56 of? law), so I'm ready to watch again
the 12 acts on which legal certainty is preserved to restore the material and pay attention to the most weak and poor. That would give
you added value and we can make this step forward together! the Minister and the President of France association officers shake
hands as if to agree on this proposal.
He concludes, in response to Senator Jean Bizet (Right Party) who teases the minister in the fact that although M Macron is belonging
to the left wing, he could have been part of his political family right, the UMP (French Right Wing) and he remarks, very lucid : "I am
deeply social democrat, and this law is a law of progress. If there is no good will, it will not pass" !-------------

For more informations see: www.economie.gouv.fr, http://www.huissier-justice.fr/----------------------------------------------------

*The "Pinel law" No. 2014-626 of 18 June 2014 relating to crafts, trade and small enterprises was published in the Official Journal of
19 June 2014.
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